Miles Community College Ed2Go offers courses for College Credit, OPI Renewal Units, and personal enrichment.

This link will take you to the Ed2Go website www.ed2go.com/milescc DO NOT PAY Ed2Go!

Before registering for any of the Ed2Go courses, know what type of credit you are registering for; College Credit or OPI Renewal units.

College Credit courses approved by the Academic Standards Curriculum Committee are listed below.

Each course taken for College Credit is worth 1 credit. When applying for the college credit, a Non-Degree Seeking form must be filled out and sent to Miles Community College, Attn: Carolyn Kimball, Academic Affairs. kimballo@milescc.edu or mail to address: 2715 Dickinson Street, Miles City, MT 59301

MCC tuition pricing applies. See Tuition & Fee schedule. Payment can be made to the college once the paperwork has been processed with the college registrar. Payment contact: Angela Mendoza, Business Office @ 406-874-6159 or BusinessOffice@milescc.edu.

Courses for OPI Renewal units are completed by doing all the quizzes and the final test.

Once the registration and payment is completed, you will be verified and ready to enter the course.

For further information, please contact Carolyn Kimball at 406-874-6164.

**K-12 Educator**

**General Pedagogy**

CE10048 - Differentiated Instruction in the Classroom
CE10060 - Working Successfully With Learning Disabled Students
CE10063 - Solving Classroom Discipline Problems II
CE10065 - Teaching Students with Autism
CE10079 - Solving Classroom Discipline Problems
CE10084 - Differentiated Instruction and Response to Intervention
CE10086 - Empowering Students with Disabilities
CE10092 - Teaching Students with ADHD
CE 10100 - Singapore Math Strategies
CE10101 - Creating the Inclusive Classroom: Strategies for Success
CE10115 - Differentiating K-12 Assessments

**Elementary Educator**

CE10044 - Integrating Technology in the K-5 Classroom
CE10046 - Teaching Science Grades 4-6
CE10049 - Teaching Math: Grades 4-6
CE10067 – Technology in the Elementary Classroom
CE 10120 - Teaching Preschool: A Year of Inspiring Lessons

**Secondary Educator**

CE10114 -Teaching High School Students
Technology in the Classroom
CE10027 - The Classroom Computer
CE10075 - Teaching Smarter with SMART Boards
CE10085 - Creating a Classroom Website
CE10094 - Integrating Technology in the Classroom

Reading & Writing
CE10058 - Guided Reading - Strategies for the Differentiated Classroom
CE10061 - Guided Reading and Writing - Strategies for Maximum Student Achievement
CE10083 - Writing for Children
CE10105 - Response to Intervention – Reading Strategies that Work

Learning Common Software Programs
CE10112 - Introduction to Microsoft Word 2016
CE10118 - Introduction to Microsoft Power Point 2016
CE10119 - Introduction to Microsoft Word 2016
CE10111 - Introduction to Microsoft Excel 2016

Intermediate to Advanced Software & Programming
CE10116 - Intermediate Microsoft Excel 2016
CE10117 - Advanced Microsoft Excel 2016
CE 10124 - Introduction to Photoshop CC
CE 10125 - Introduction to InDesign CC

Small Business/Entrepreneur
CE10071 - Writing Effective Grant Proposals
CE10113 - Introduction to QuickBooks 2016
CE 10121 - Introduction to QuickBooks 2018
CE 10122 - Introduction to QuickBooks Online
CE 10123 - Marketing Your Business on the Internet

Developing Internet Skills
CE10013 - Creating Web Pages
CE 10126 - Creating WordPress Websites
CE 10127 - Blogging and Podcasting for Beginners
CE 10128 - Creating Mobile Apps with HTML5

General Interest & Hobbies
CE 10129 - Introduction to Digital Scrapbooking
CE 10130 - Genealogy Basics
CE 10131 - How to Get Started in Game Development
CE 10132 - Introduction to Guitar